No. 41.U.13/12/1/SS/Tie - up/SSMC/Vol. I/09-10 Dated: 25.08.2011

To
The Medical Superintendent
All ESI Hospital

Sub: Change of Telephone No. & contact person in r/o DISHA Eye hospital & Research Centre Pvt. Ltd.

Sir,

Please refer to the tie-up agreement of this office vide even no. dated 3.5.2011 where name of contact Person was mentioned Mr. Anirban Chatterjee, PRO Disha Eye Hospital with Ph.No.9836531589. As Mr. Anirban Chatterjee is no more associated with DISHA Eye hospitals the same may be rectified as under:

1. Contact Person: Mrs. Moumita Paul
2. Telephone No.033-2593-1729/3737
   2594-4586/7809/7810
   2545-1233/1235-38

This is for your information and necessary action.

Yours faithfully,

(Dr. S. K. Choudhury)
Sr. State Medical Commissioner(EZ)

Copy to:
1. The Medical Commissioner, ESI Corporation, Panchdeep Bhawan, C.I.G. Road, New Delhi-110002.
2. The Dy. Medical Commissioner, Med.IV, ESI Corporation, Panchdeep Bhawan, C.I.G. Road, New Delhi-110002.
3. Joint Director(F), ESI Corporation, Panchdeep Bhawan, 5/1, Grant Lane, Kolkata-700012.
4. The Additional Commissioner & Regional Director, ESI Corporation, Panchdeep Bhawan, 5/1, Grant Lane, Kolkata-700012.
5. The Joint Director(Sys), ESI Corporation, Panchdeep Bhawan, C.I.G. Road, New Delhi-110002 for correction of the same at web site.
6. The Director, ESI(MB) Scheme, P-233, CIT Road, Scheme-VII(M), Bagmari, Kolkata-700054

Sr. State Medical Commissioner(EZ)